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Success and fulfilment in career is every professional individual dream of. As a teacher, you need to have these traits for you to be able to succeed in your teaching profession, you need to have a good sense of humor, be optimistic, setting high expectation of yourself, consistency, be fair and last flexibility.

Good sense of humor

One trait, a teacher should possess inside a classroom or during class is to have a good sense of humor. Knowing when and how to properly show these will help students to overcome shyness, hesitations in participating in a class discussion or lesson. Having an alive and enjoyable class, students tend to be more attentive, comfortable and all ears on your lessons. Having a good sense makes student feel more at eased or relaxed in your class.

Be optimistic

Being optimistic is having a positive attitude towards something. As a teacher is important to have this kind of attitude. Positive attitude helps you cope with any teaching disappointments. This can lighten a certain circumstances, especially in situations where you have made a mistake and corrected by a student. Instead of getting offended, you deal with it in a positive way.

Setting high expectations of yourself

You must also have high expectations of yourself, with these your students will look up upon you. Having appropriate standards will let the students understand the
importance of reaching goal with excellent results. High expectations of yourself and setting an example on your students will surely had a great impact on the significance of education to an individual. And also, setting high expectations will motivate you more to work hard as a teacher.

Consistency

Consistency is one big factor to be successful on your teaching career. This will also show your true nature, showing who you really are and what you really mean in a certain situation. Being consistent and firm into something you believing in will help you gain respect from students and from your colleagues.

Be Fair

Being fair is very important. Students will experience the feeling of equality, no favoritism, bias or whatsoever. One right of a child is to have a proper education, so as a teacher it is our duty/responsibility to give proper education with equal learning to every student. It is a must for every teacher to be reasonable and be fair for these you will gain trust among students and co-workers.

Flexibility

Being flexible as a teacher is not that easy. There are times that when you feel you’ve reach the tip of the iceberg, you already want to explode or something. But staying calm and showing you’re still in control will gain student’s trust and respect towards you as their teacher.

Remember that it takes a lot of effort and sacrifices to have a fulfilling and successful career as a teacher. Having positive attitudes is not enough. Putting your heart and soul in these noble profession will indeed bring you fulfilment and success.